
Summer school 2013 report 

 

Summer school at Faculty of Economics and Business in Maribor has now become traditional after it 

has been organized twice in a row. As organizers have already practiced the procedure for applying 

was the same as year before so we had to write short CV & motivation letter and complete the 

questionnaire. This year project was about PPP (Private-public partnership) which was especially 

interesting because of recent problems that occured in Maribor because of disputed contract between 

Municipality of Maribor and one private 

company. 

 

First students from abroad arrived to 

Maribor on Saturday 22nd of June 2013. 

Everything started with the first 

signature in a hall of Faculty. There 

were all of 24 signatures of students 

from Israel, Latvia, Romania, Slovakia, 

Slovenia and Spain. After everyone 

applied we had an opening ceremony in 

a class where more specific information 

were presented. Each day we had a 

lunch together at Matevž restaurant and 

students were thrilled about it day after 

another, because it was so good as they said. Lessons were held in morning between 9 a.m. till 12.30 

p.m. and from 2 p.m. till 5.30 p.m. in evening. After that we usually went home (dorm) or grab a beer 

in nearby bar. Because the project was held in Lent Festival time some students went there to listen to 

music after dinner which was also held at Matevž place. Program of Summer school 2013 had quite 

the same goals as last year, so getting 

knowledge about certain project, have a 

quick look in implemented projects in 

practice and socializing within different 

cultures. From my opinion each of 

these goals have been fulfilled at the 

end which can be seen with grades 

from written exam and remained 

connections even after the project. 

Lectures were divided in three different 

modules each worth 3 ECTS points. 

Modul A contained Economics of PPP 

Project financing and PPP, 

International markets and PPP and 

International markets and PPP II. 

Modul B Project management and PPP, 

Management and governance of PPP, Risk management and Global Management in technological 

firms and Modul C contained - Entrepreneurial behaviour in PPP Forecasting and modelling, Legal 

aspects of PPP, Case studies of IPP and Students project work. Every module was also divided into 



theoretical and practical part which means that we had to implement our theoretical knowledge to 

practical part which started before the arrival to 

Maribor and it was done virtually on Summer 

school forum. This was how organizers 

approached the first goal of delivering 

knowledge to students. The second goal was 

mostly fulfilled with excursions within 

Slovenia and getting a look inside true PPP 

projects as Stožice project, BicikeLJ, Dogoše 

Aquasystems or simply discussing about radars 

in city of Maribor. We went to Bled and Bohinj 

to see Slovenian nature and one of the most 

beautiful parts of Slovenia. The second trip was 

to seaside where we visited Piran and Portorož, 

which was regarded as the best thing that 

happened from many students because they 

could swim and have a nice seaside evening.  

The last goal was socializing within different cultures and nations which began on already mentioned 

forum where we were put into groups. Groups were made as international as possible. Afterwards 

when we met we knew something about each other, some even knew how people in a group look like 

because they made a Facebook group where they talked. We had an international evening in Cantante 

café where each country had to present themselves. We were dressed in traditional clothing and sang 

traditional songs. We also had short dancing lessons with Tunisian professional dancer Nafa who lives 

in Slovenia and he taught us Zumba dance. That evening finished around midnight when everyone was 

tired after a good dinner and a lot of dancing and singing. The last part of project was written exam 

which brought us ECTS points for home Faculty and we had to roll up one's sleeves. Hard work was 

paid off with great grades.    

 

 

 

In the end when you look back you notice many mistakes you’ve made but sometimes everything is 

just how it should be. This is how it was this time. There were many great moments, many nice things, 

a lot of laughing and things that you will never forget. None of us will. We became a part of each 

other lives and went through a great experience which can’t be taken.  
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